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LITCAP QUALITY ASSURANCE GROUP'S CASE REPORTING CAPABILITY 
CREATES A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS. 
 
LitCap is the exclusive online marketplace for preeminent attorneys to obtain case cost financing.  

 
Houston, Texas – September 22nd, 2015 – As part of its upgraded case modeling and reporting, LitCap announces the publishing of 
its Quality Assurance Group's "Case Financing Report".  The LitCap Quality Assurance (“QA”) Group, is an internal underwriting 
and risk assessment group that uses the LitCap technology suite of analytical products to assess the risk and success profiles of cases.  
The QA Group reviews cases and dockets of cases listed on LitCap for case cost funding.  The LitCap QA Group has compiled its 
review of two years and over 250 litigation financing notes funded, which represents over $250 million in case-related financing 
allocated on the platform. The review shows that LitCap’s lenders have had annual double-digit returns, while holding default rates 
below one percent. 
 
“The LitCap Quality Assurance Group is the underwriting risk analysis arm of the company.  They help to service specialty finance 
groups and alternative asset investors, in the hopes of simplifying the multi-billion dollar litigation finance market,” stated Britton 
Holland, COO and President.  "LitCap streamlines alternative asset capital placement in the litigation financing sector for lenders." 
 
LitCap's Quality Assurance Group provides reviews and reports to lenders that assess the risk of a LitCap attorney's loan request.  The 
LitCap QA Group evaluates cases listed on the platform and determines case credibility for a loan and associated risk or probability 
for default.  The LitCap QA Group uses the technological advantages of the LitCap platform, and a host of proprietary products that 
score the attorney, the law firm, the cases, and other relevant performance based data to produce concise accurate case analytics, 
executable in a quick, reliable, and efficient manner. 
 
LitCap offers institutional capital managers a portfolio of high yield returns which 
are uncorrelated to standard market dynamics.  Additionally, LitCap controls the 
case financing via its online platform to offer a diverse and quality-driven portfolio 
of case types and sizes. 
 
LitCap CEO and Managing Director, Hugh J. Plummer, Jr., commented, “Our 
Quality Assurance Group’s approach has been compared to the analysis used in 
Moneyball.  It is superior to any other analytical or underwriting capabilities 
available in the sector.  LitCap's QA Group comprehensively underwrites and 
reviews each case quickly, accurately, and efficiently.  Our QA is made up of a team 
of proven trial lawyers coupled with technological, analytical data and statistical analysis of our LitCap platform and suite of 
products.  Our team uses historical and real-time performance to evaluate all of a case’s and attorney’s attributes at a scale and 
efficiency level that simply did not exist before.  It boils things down to what we’ve always believed at LitCap, that case financing 
should be based on the merits of the case and the merits of the attorney.”   

 

 

ABOUT LITCAP 
LitCap is the exclusive marketplace for preeminent attorneys to obtain case financing to better manage their practice.  Join our exclusive open 

platform today.  Log In.  List Your Case.  Get Funded. 


